Partnerships and Engagement Officer

What are we looking for?
- Someone who is interested in coordinating and developing partnerships across all outputs, aiming to help deliver GHMe’s strategic vision and objectives, and increase its online presence;
- Someone looking to further strengthen their management experience;
- A strong communicator who is willing to receive and provide leadership to the change agents of tomorrow;
- Ability to commit to at least 6-months with GHMe and is reliable and an independent team member;
- Fluent in English (preferably native speaker) and is pursuing, or holds a, Master’s degree in Public/Global health, communications, or other relevant courses.

What do we expect from you?
To work closely with the GHMe Director and the team to:
- Work with the GHMe Communications Team to manage online outreach and assist in strategic planning;
- Identify key stakeholders and individuals related to the goals of GHMe and develop strong partnerships;
- Maintaining new and existing relationships with partners of GHMe;
- Creating and managing an annual strategic plan for increasing the presence of GHMe in the Global Health sphere (Identifying key events and activities that GHMe can be involved in, Identifying key dates to create online postings, etc.);
- Updating and maintaining GHMe’s partner database;
- Ensuring that the Network’s branding and messaging is consistent throughout all documents and outreach materials.

Application Deadline: Rolling Basis